Travel direction to AZIMUT Hotel Siberia

HOW TO GET THE HOTEL FROM TOLMACHEVO AIRPORT IN NOVOSIBIRSK

Take minibus No. 312 from the airport to the Teatr Krasny Fakel stop (Red Torch Theatre). AZIMUT Hotel Siberia is located on the opposite side of the street. The trip will take 40 min.

HOW TO GET THE HOTEL FROM THE CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION

Go out from the building of the railway station and go upstairs to Ploschad Garina-Mikhailovskogo (Garin-Mikhailovsky square). Take the following buses from bus stop Vokzal Glavny (The Main Railway Station) to Teatr Krasny Fakel stop:
Bus – No. 1064, 1098, 1135, 1179, 1204, 111.
Minibus – No. 312, 1012, 1009a, 1057.
Travel time makes up 6-10 min. AZIMUT Hotel Siberia is 100 m away from the bus stop.

HOW TO GET THE HOTEL BY CAR FROM THE REGION

Drive down federal highway P-254 part the Exhibition Center to a small junction and the road sign saying Novosibirsk, then go straight along highway Stantsionnaya to Ploschad Energetikov (Energetikov Square). Then make a left turn in the direction of Energetikov St. across Dimitrovsky most (Dimitrovsky bridge). Continue driving along prospect Dimitrova under railway crossing up to the intersection with Lenin St. Turn left at the crossroads. Turning to the Hotel AZIMUT territory is situated on the left in traffic direction, second turn on the left.
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HOW TO GET THE HOTEL BY CAR FROM THE CITY CENTER

Turn from Krasny prospect to Lenin St. and drive along to the intersection with Dimitrova St., then make a right turn. Hotel AZIMUT Siberia is located on the left in traffic direction, second turn on the left. Travel time is less than 10 minutes.

HOW TO GET THE HOTEL BY SUBWAY

Metro station Ploschad Lenina (Lenin Square) the exit in the direction of Vokzalnaya Magistral St.

On foot from the subway: You need metro station Ploschad Lenina (Lenin Square) (the exit in the direction of Vokzalnaya Magistral St.), then go to Lenin St. At the intersection with Prospect Dimitrova cross the road using the underpass. Hotel AZIMUT is on the right side 70 meters away. Travel time is less than 10 min.

By public transport from the subway: From the stop "Center" by bus № 111e to stop Teatr Krasny Fakel stop (Red Torch Theatre).